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This adult coloring book of 31 charming winter scenes will warm your heart! All-original designs

include young children gazing out of frosty windows and building snowmen, lovely snow-covered

villages, wild animals roaming icy landscapes, horse-drawn sleds, and more. Illustrations are printed

on one side of perforated pages for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced

colorists, Winter Scenes and other Creative HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to a

world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax

and reduce stress.
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Every illustration in this book is delightful and serenely beautiful.These enchanting illustrations

include: The window scene illustration on the front cover, Bright red cardinals sitting in the snow

covered evergreen branches, Horse and sleigh dashing through the snow, Children skating on the

frozen pond, Bunnies sitting under evergreens, and many more, just waiting for you to add color and

bring to life these enchanted winter wonderland scenes worthy of framing.The Illustrations are

detailed but not highly detailed (Example: The evergreen trees are outlined but no branches are

drawn on the trees) so this book is very nice for both school aged children or experienced adult

colorists.1. 31 delightful and serenely beautiful winter scenes, printed one per page (the back of



each page is blank) on heavy weight, Bright white, perforated pages for easy removal.2. All markers

bleed through the pages, I just place a piece of paper under the page I am coloring to prevent

damage to the next page.3. 2 fully colored pages are on the inside covers to inspire you, I am

adding those to my review along with more to help you decide if this book is just right for you.

I really enjoy this coloring book. The pictures are not as detailed as some of the other coloring

books of this nature, so it's ideal for beginners, teenagers & adults who want to practice their

coloring skills. The pictures are really nice winter scenes that don't require use of many different

colors. I prefer using colored pencils with this book, but you can use crayons or markers. Even

though the markers bleed through it may not hurt the next picture because the images are only

printed on one side. Still I would recommend using a piece of paper underneath each picture if you

don't want to tear out the picture to color. I think this book is a great way for families to spend quality

time together on weekends because there is something for everyone in this book. I used very

inexpensive coloring pencils and markers that didn't contain a skin tone shade, so I used an old

eyeshadow for the skin ( yes, I had to be creative ). This book relaxes me & I could color for hours

on end wondering where has all the time gone.

This is a really nice coloring book . Bought it for my mom who is in a nursing home. She was so

excited to get started on it. There is a good bit of detail in the designs which is great for adults as

well as young people. The designs are on one side of the page only which prevents damage to

other pages from bleed through. I'm very pleased with this book.

Length:   1:31 Mins

This is a beautiful coloring book of winter inspired scenes by artist Marty Noble. It is not a Christmas

book but rather a book that celebrates the winter season with snow, snowflakes, bundled up

children in coats, and glorious outdoor scenes with town folk, charming homes, and animal scenes

set in a snowy landscape. I really appreciate that fully half of the designs are drawn landscape

versus portrait. I like being able to get a wider design when I am coloring a landscape.The designs

are printed on one side of a good weight perforated paper (the type that is standard for current

Creative Haven coloring books.) The binding is glued and the designs stop well before the

perforations. Each of the designs include a â€œframeâ€• around it to give the colorist a definite

stopping point â€“ this saves me time and ink and provides a more finished look to my project.All of



my markers and gel pens bleed through on Creative Haven paper. Coloring pencils work well. I

generally do use markers and gel pens, so I either remove the page from the book or I place a piece

of chipboard, card stock, or heavyweight paper beneath the page I am working on to keep seeping

ink from ruining the next design.

Super nice quality coloring book for kids of all ages! Nice crisp white paper pages & very detailed

prints to color in. We use colored pencils for the best results, but you can be your own judge on

what you prefer to use for coloring. The pages are quality paper! Great for our elderly folks who will

love working on coloring in these several pages that will keep them busy & enjoying each finished

page of lovely detail. I myself have every single one of these books. I use a larger set of colored

pencils for the variety of colors that these sets have. Trust me on this...top notch designs & picture

prints that everyone will enjoy. There are several different themed books to choose from. Adults love

them and so do the kids I would say that are 5yrs & older. AAA++++++for sure!

Dover's coloring books must surely count among the best in the world, and this is yet another that

will delight kids and coloring enthusiasts. I am a music teacher and I keep a lot of coloring books

around for the kids who are waiting for their lessons...and I almost exclusively get the Dover

books.What I like about this particular book is that the scenes are creative, different, and

interesting...and there are over thirty pages of them! Highly recommended.

One of the better books I have purchased. Would buy again. Like to color while I'm watching TV.
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